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§1. Introduction.
In their paper [5], Devlin and Shelah introduced new concepts on c^-trees
to characterize certain topological concepts on a^-trees. These are almost-Souslin
trees and <yx-treeswith property y. The concept of c^-trees with club (closed
unbounded) antichains also has been stated there. Souslin trees and special
Aronszajn trees are famous concepts on octrees. If we assume V―L, every
concept on Wj-trees treatedin [5] is equivalent to one of the above in the sequal
as shown there (In particular,an o^-tree T is a normal space under the tree
topology iff it has property y, if V―L holds. In this connection, if we would
study a classificationof Aronszajn trees without assuming V=L, it might be
natural to consider the normality instead of property y, since the class of oc-
trees with property y is just the intersection of the class of almost-Souslin trees
and the class of normal a^-trees; see the proof of Theorem 4.2 there). Recalling
that the special Aronszajn trees are just the Q-embeddable cwi-trees,we deal with
also the concept of 12-embeddable a^-trees in this paper.
Now by these concepts we can classifyAronszajn treesinto several categories.
Our purpose is to check the non-voidness of each of these categories assuming
V=L.
The particular knowledge on avtrees could be obtained from [2~],[4] or [5].
The familiarity of the properties of O and O* given in [3] and [4] may be
helpful.
§2. Preliminaries.
We adopt the notations and conventions of current set theory. In particular
an ordinal is the set of its predecessors, lower case Greek letters are used to
denote ordinals, cardinals are initial ordinals, w is the firstinfinite ordinal and
hence the set of natural numbers and o>iis the first uncountable ordinal. The
cardinality of X is denoted by ＼X＼. A set EQa)x is stationary iff Ep＼C^Q for
every closed unbounded (club) set CS^. When X is a subset of the domain of
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a function/gB4 (c {R: RQBxA}), we denote {f{x):x^X} by/[Z].
A tree is a poset T, <T such that for every igT, the set x―{y^T: y <Tx}
is well-ordered by <r. The order-type of # under <r is the height of x in T,
ht(z). The a-th level of T is the set T^{igT : ht (*)=a}. We set T f a=
W;9<≪T/3,which is also a tree with the ordering <T. Define T ＼C―＼Ja&cTa. If
XdT, X ＼a stands for Xr＼T ＼a. The height of T, ht(T), is the least a such
that T≪=0. A branch of T is a maximal chain of T. If a branch has order-
type a, it is called an a-branch. A subset X of T will be called unbounded in
T iff {ht (,r):iel} is unbounded in ht(T). An antichain of T is a pairwise
incomparable subset of T. A subset T' of T is called a subtree of T if x£T'
for all reT'.
An o)i-treeis a tree T such that:
(i) ht(7)=^;
(Va<<y1)riTa|^o>];
(ill) (Va<iS<co1)(VxeTff)(33;1, yz<^Tji)[yl^ yz &. x<Tyi & x<Ty%~];
(iv) (Va<w1)(Vx, y^Ta)[lim(a)-+[x = y<->x = yJ].
A subset X of an Wi-tree willbe called stationary (resp. club)iff {ht (x) :igI}
is stationary (resp. club) in (t)i
Let T be an ovtree. If a, 6eT, a<Tb, we set:
[a, 6]={xeT: a^Tx^rb}(.8. closed interval);
(a> &]={xgT: a<Tx^Tb} ;
(a, b)―{x<E:T'.a<Tx<Tb}(&n open interval).
We make T into a topological space by taking as an open basis all sets of the
form (a, b) for a<Tb and all sets of the form [0, a) for a^T. This topology
is the tree topology on T. Notice that (a, b~]is an open set in this topology.
We shall also use the following constants:
£?={≪<&>!:lim(a)} ;
Q=the set of rational numbers;
R= the set of real numbers:
<S=the set of all stationary subsets of a>i
(£=the set of all club subsets of coj.;
We shall use the set % as a tree by defining x<Ty by xdy. {<0, 0>} is one
of the minimal elements of the tree %. We denote it by 0r.
An Aronszajn tree is an o^-tree with no ^-branch, A Souslin tree is an
o>i-tree with no uncountable antichain. An Aronszajn tree is special if it is the
union of a countable collection of antichains. An a^-tree is an almost-Souslin
tree iff it has no stationary antichain. An <y,-treeT has property r iff,when-
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ever X is an antichain of T, there is a club set CQcox such that T＼T ＼C con-
tains a closed neighborhood of X. A tree T is called 12-embeddable iff there is
e:T―>R such that x<Ty-*e(x)<e(y). Q-embeddability is defined similarly.
We set:
ST―the class of Souslin trees;
yST― the class of a^-trees with property y;
AST― the class of almost-Souslin trees;
iV£L4=the class of ^i-trees with no club antichain;
SAT―the class of special Aronszajn trees;
RE― the class of .ff-embeddable ^-trees;
^4T:=the class of Aronszajn trees.
The following are clear and/or famous facts:
Proposition 1. (i) ST^jSTQASTqNCA,
(ii) SATQREQAT,
(iii)STQAT,
(iv) ASTr＼SAT=Q,
(v) STnRE^V.
Thus we obtain a classificationf AT as shown by the followingdiagram:
The purpose of this paper is to check that these eleven categories are all non-
void under the hypothesis V=L. It will be done in the next section.
It needs some more preparations for the next section. First we expand the
principles O and <>*■
Os is the principle that asserts the existence of a sequence <Za : a<o>!> such
that:
(1) whenever T is an ovtree which is a subtree of % (an Oi-subtree of %
for short) and XdT, {aK^ : X ＼a=Za} e<5;
(2) whenever T is an ^-subtree of % and e is a function: T―>R, {a<a>l:
e＼(T＼a)=Za}<E<5;
(3) (V5C(y1)[{a<(y1: Sna=Za} ec].
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Proposition 2. O*~*<X-
Proof. We shall show the non-trivialarrow. Recall that O asserts that
there is a sequence <S≪: a<o>i> such that Sa£a and (VSC<Wi)[{a : Sr＼a=Sa} ec].
Assume <>･ Since O implies CH, ＼%＼= ＼＼Ja<miRa+1＼= Ift>iX(2<w)tt)I=o>i and also
＼Rx%＼=o)1. Hence there exists a bijectionb : %^J(Rx%)^Joh-^a>}. Let <5a : aOj)
be a <0>-sequence. Put Za=6-1[S≪]. We show that <Za : ≪<≪!>is a Cvsequence.
To check (1), let T be an ^-subtree of % and let XdT. Put C,= {1^Q:
(VxeT T ^)C&(*)<£]}- Then Coe(£,since T is an octree (that means in particular
that T＼a is countable for every a<o)x). Put d={X^Q: (VxeT)[5(i)<^
xeTU]}. Clearly C,gK. Put E^C^QniR: blX~＼r＼a=Sa). Then£oe(5,
since {a: blX^r＼a=Sa} e@. If ^e£0, then ft[Z t^]c2n&C^]=5;. and 6"x[Sji]
= 6"1[^n6C^]]cXnT t ^=^ ＼X. Thus {≪<oj1: X ＼a=Za} contains the station-
ary set Eo. To check (2), let eEERT. Put C0={^Q: Wx^T ＼Z)[b≪e(x),x≫
<2]}eg. Put d={Jl(=Q:<yxe=T)＼M<e(x), i))<2-xeT ＼X]} eg. Then it can
be shown similarly that the set {a<oj1: e ＼(T f a)=Za} contains the stationary
set ConCin{≪: b[_e}r＼<x=Sa}. We can check (3) similarly.
Let O* be the principle which asserts that there is a sequence ({Wi: i<<o} :
a<Q)i) such that:
(1) whenever T is an ojrsubtree of % and XdT, {a<a>1: X ＼a―WI for
some i] contains a club set;
(2) whenever T is an ^-subtree of % and eeRT, {a<o)ii e ＼(T ＼a)=Wi
for some i} contains a club set;
(3) (VSCce>1)[{a<G>i: Sf^oc―Wf for some i<w} contains a club set].
Then we obtain the following by the same argument:
Proposition 3. O*≪-*O*.
Next we define a subtree %R of % by the following:
%R={x^%:(ia, 0edom (*))[≪<0 ― Jt(a)<*(£)]}.
Note that the ordinal ht(x) is the maximum element of dom (x) for any ,reS.
For x^%R, we denote x(ht(x)) by m{x). This function m clearly embeds %R in
jB.
So Xji is an 12-embeddable tree and hence the following holds:
Proposition 4. If T is an oh-subtree of %R, then T&RE.
§3. Non-voidness of each of the categories.
The existence of a Souslin tree under V―L is firstproved by R. B. Jensen.
The proof of the famous following theorem can be seen in [4].
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Theorem 1 (O). There is a Souslin tree.
Devlin and Shelah virtually showed the following (See Lemma 4.3 and its
proof in [51):
Theorem 2 (O). There is an Aronszajn tree with property j which is
neither Souslin nor R-embeddable.
Devlin and Shelah virtually showed the following (See Theorem 4.4 and its
proof in [51):
Theorem 3 (<0>*)- There is an R-embeddable, almost-Souslin tree which has
not property J.
The following is also pointed out by Devlin and Shelah (See §5 of [5]):
Theorem 4 ≪>)･ There is a special Aronszajn tree with no club antichain.
Theorem 5. There is a special Aronszajn tree with club antichains.
Proof. This is essentiallya well-known construction of T^SAT. We need
only a trivialcare to guarantee T&NCA here. We define an oji-subtree T of
%R by induction on levels. The construction is carried out to ensure that T
satisfiesthe following condition:
(1) if a<^<a)x and x^Ta and 0<q<Q, there is a y^Tp such that x<Ty
& m{y)―m{x)+q.
We set:
To- {0r} ;
Ta+1={xVJ{<g, ≪+l>} : x^Ta & m(x)<q^Q} .
Let 2 be a limit ordinal. To define Tx, with each leTfi and each
q^Qr＼(0, °o),associate an increasing sequence x<tx0<tXi<t ･･･<rxre<r ･･･ such
that xbgT r X and ＼＼mn<j＼t(xn)=z%and Y＼van^oam{xn)=m{x)Jrq. (This is possible
by (1)). Set:
ti(x, q)―Un<a,xn{J{<m(x)+q, X)} ;
Ti={ti(x, q):x^T ＼2 & 0<q^Q} .
Then T=＼Jx<u>1Tx is a Q-embeddable ^-tree and hence T^SAT (itis known
that TseSAT iff T is Q-embeddable for an o^-tree T; see e.g. [4]). Besides
the set {^(Or, 1):X^Q＼ is a club antichain, q.e.d.
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Theorem 6 ≪>*)■ There is an R-embeddable cortree with property j.
Proof. We define an ^-subtree T of %R by induction on the levels. The
construction is carried out to ensure that T satisfiesthe following condition:
(1) if a</3<o)1 and xeT'a and q>0, then there is a y<^Tp such that
x<Ty and ni(y)<?n(x) + q.
Let <{VF": n<&>} : a<(D1)> be a O*-sequence.
We set:
To~ {Or} :
Ta+1={xU{<q, ≪+l>} ; xeT, & q =Qr＼(m(x), 1)}.
Suppose lim(7). We shall define T x> Fix an increasing sequence (Xn '■n<oS)
confinal in 2.. For each xeT ＼X and each q^Qr＼(m{x), 1), we pick inductively
xn, x*^T ＼X and qn^R for n<m so that the following hold:
(a) xo=x & qo=g;
(b) if Wi is an antichain of T ＼X and (3jeT ＼X)lxn<Ty^Wi & m(y)<qn],
then xn<Txt.(EWi & m(x%)<qn & ^n+1=(gn+m(zJ))/2;
otherwise, xn<rxj & m(xJ)<(m(xre)+gre)/2 & qn+1=(m(xn)+qn)/2;
(c) xj<rxn+1 & 2TC<ht(xn+1) & m(xB+1)<?7i+1.
And put:
tx{x, g)=＼Jn<a>xn＼-1{(supn<OJm(xn), X)} .
We set:
Tx={tx(x, q):xzET ＼X, q^Qr＼(m{x), 1)} .
The following are immediate from the definition of tx(x, q):
(d) m(ti(x, q))^qn+i<qn^q;
(e) if Wi is an antichain of T ＼X and (3j>eT ＼X){.xn<Ty^Wxn & m(y)<qnj.
then (3^<r^U, ?))Cje^];
(f) if Wi is an antichain of T ＼X and xt^Wi, then
(Vj;e^)[^ra<r^">^n^w(3;)] & m(f;(*, ?))<(m(jrn)+?B)/2.
Now we shall show that T―＼Ja<a>lTa is as required. T is obviously an R-
embeddable o^-tree. To show T^jST, let Z be an antichain of T. Define
CoeK by the following:
C0={XgD: (VxeT f≫G^W*), D)[(3jeZ)[K^
& mCj'X^-CBj'eX r^)C^<r3' & m{y)<qj]} .
Take C,e6 so that:
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CiQ{JL^Q:X ＼A=Wi for some n<a>] .
Put C=ConCiGR. Note that Xf＼T ＼C=R (Proof: Suppose weXf^T ＼C. Then
for some 2eC and some x^T ＼1 and some geQU(*≪(*)> 1)> w=^(*, <?)and for
some ≪<&>, X f ^=W^^. Since xn<Tw and m(w)<qn (see (d)), Oy^X)[_xn<Ty &
w(j)<<?n]. This implies (By^X ＼X)＼_xn<Ty & m(.y)<<7nl] since ieC0. Since
Z t X=Wi, we obtain (3^/<rw)[j/eH/i] (see (e)), which means that the antichain
X contains comparable elements, i. e. y' and w; a contradiction, q. e. d.).
We shall give disjoint open sets U and V such that XdU and T ＼CdV.
(I) Definition of U. Let <^v:v<a>i> be the monotone enumeration of CW{0},
For each v<a)1} let <x^ : n<o>> be a one-to-one enumeration of Xf＼(T ＼Xy+1＼T ＼2.v),
Pick yvn^T ＼lv+1＼T ＼lv by induction on n so that the following hold:
(g) y"n<TXVn＼
(h) (3/!l,^]nU≪nW,xia=0.
(This is possible since J^nT" t C=0 and X is an antichain). Then {{yvn, xvn~]:
v<coi & n<(&} is a family of pairwise disjoint open sets and xvn&(yvn, xvn~]
Let zvn be the <r-least element of:
{zSTxvn: (m(y"n)+m(xvn))/2<rn(z)} .
Notice that ht(zvn)&Q (note that whenever ht(x)ei2, m(x)―sup {m(y): y<Tx]
by the construction). Hence ＼_zvn,x^] is an open nbd of xvn. Now put:
U=＼Jv<a)1＼Jn<Jizvn> xa(2l).
(II) Definition of V. Let ≪/gT[C. We first define its open nbd (wf, w~＼
Put ^=ht(u;). There is an m<o) such that X ＼X=WAm. By the definition of Tx
there are xeT t^ and q^Q(~＼(m(x), 1) such that w = tx(x, q). Let x and q hi
one of such pairs. We define an element w'<Tw as follows (for the notation
refer to the construction of tx(x, q)):
Case 1: x^^Wkm. Put w'―x%,.
Case 2: x*t&Wkm & (xm, w~]nU=d. Put iv'=xm.
Case 3: jc^cWi & (xm, w~]r＼U^R- Pick an interval ＼_zvn,xpn2 such tha
(xm, wlr＼Lzvn, xvn~＼^ and put w'―the <r-least element of (xm, w~＼＼{_zvn,xvn~].
Claim, (w', w^r＼U―0.
Proof. Suppose that w' has been defined in Case 1. Then w''-=x*t<^Wl
=X ＼2.QX. Note that X is an antichain and UQ{y: y<r% for some ieI}
So {z: w'<Tz} r＼U=R which implies the assertion. If w' has been defined h
Case 2, it is trivial. Suppose w' has been defined in Case 3. Then w'<^(xm, w'J
Yzvn. xK,~＼.Suooose (wr. wlr＼U=£Q. Then we would be able to take an interva
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Off, x£] such that (wf, u/]nDtf, x£＼±% Clearly xm<Txvn and ^eTf^=Wi.
By (f), qm^m(xvn), qm^m(x%) and m(tt/)<(m(*m)+9m)/2. On the other hand,
(m(yf) + m(x%))/2<m(z%). Let v<=(w', wlr＼Zz%, xf＼. Then (m(y£)+qn)/2^m(z%)
^m(v)^m(w)<(m(xm)+qm)/2. It follows that y%<Txm, since 3;^,xm<rx^. By
the same argument, yvn<TXm. Hence xm^(y%, x%~＼r＼{yvn,xvn~＼; thisis absurd since
xf, x^ are clearly different and the elements of {{yvt,x^:v<q)1 & i<o>} are
pairwise disjoint,q. e.d.
Now put:
V=U {(≪/,u/]: h/£T tQ .
Obviously by the claim, Vr＼U=ty and T TCcF, q.e. d.
Theorem 7 (O)- There is an R-embeddable coi-treewhich has no club antichain
and is neither almost-Souslin nor special Aronszajn.
Proof. (If we assume O*> such a tree can be easily obtained: for instance,
a direct union of ToeRECAST (see Theorem 3 or 6) and T^SAT^NCA (see
Theorem 4)). Let <Za : a<(o^ be a Ox-sequence. We define an o^-subtree T
of %R by induction on the levels. As we define Tx for ^eJ2, we shall also define
a (singleton or void) subset Ax of Tx so that A~＼J {Ax : 1^ Q} is a stationary
antichain of T. The construction is carried out to ensure that T satisfiesthe
following condition:
(1) if a<fi<o)l and x^Ta and q^.Qr＼(m(x), 2), there is a y^Tp such that
*<r:y, (x, y^＼r＼A=R and m{y)<q.
We set:
T0={0r};
Tff+1={xW{<?) ≪+l>} : x^Ta & geQn(w(x), 2)}.
Let X^Q. We shall define Tx. Fix a sequence <^n:n<o>> such that
supn<OJ?.n―/i.For each igT fi and each q^Qr＼(m(x), 2), we pick ibgT t^
inductively for n<≪ so that the following hold:
(a) if Zx is an antichain oi T ＼1 and (3;yeT M)[><tj>eZji & U, j]n^4
=0 & m(y)<q], then x<rx0EZj & (x, Xo]r＼A―R & m(xo)<q;
otherwise, xo―x ;
(b) put q*=(m(xo)+q)/2;
(c) xra<rxn+1 & ^re<ht(xn+1) & (xn, xn+i]n^4=0 & m(^re+i)<<?*.
And we put:
/^(x, q)=＼Jn<otxnVJ{(supn<(Om(xn), X>} .
Case 1: If Zx is not an embedding: T ＼Z~-*Qr＼H0,1), then we set:
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Ti={ti(x, q):x^T ＼X & q<=Qr＼{m{x),2)} .
Case 2 : If Zx is an embedding : T ＼A―>Qr＼[Q>1)>we need more preliminaries
to define T x- Let (qn: n<w> be an enumeration of all elements of Qr＼(Q,1).
We pick yn, yt^T ＼X and rn^R inductively for n<a> as follows:
(d) yo=OT & ro=l;
(e) if (3y^T ＼l)lyn<Ty & Zx(y)=qn & m(y)<rn'}! then yn<Tyt &
otherwise, yt=yn ',
(f) J'^r^n+i & ZnSht(yn+1) & m(yn+1)<rn;
(g) rn+1={m(yn+i)+rn)/2.
And we put:
Ux―^Jn<<oyn^{<SUpn<(um(yn)f %>} ■
Now we set:
Tx={ux}yJ{tx(x, q):x^T ＼X & q^Qr＼(m(x), 2)} .
Note that (x, ti(x, q)~＼r＼A＼X―&. For XzeQ we put:
Ax
I
0 if Zx is an antichain of T
{tx(OT,1)} otherwise.
M
Clearly T ＼U+l) satisfies(1). (Although ^(0r, 1) is put in A, we can easily
find x such that (0r, tx(x, q)~＼r＼A=$).
We shall show that T=＼Ja<atTa is as required. Clearly T^RE.
Claim 1. T& AST-
Proof. Put E={X^Q: Zx is not an antichain of T ＼X). Clearly £e@.
Since (0r, tx(0T, l)]n^. ＼X=R for all X^E, A^r＼i^EAx is an antichain of T.
{ht (x): x^A}―E. Thus A is a stationary antichain.
Claim 2. T<=NCA.
Proof. Suppose that there were a club antichain X. Put:
C={X^Q:{Mx^T ＼A)Wq^Qr＼(m(x), 2))[(B^T)[K^eI
& {%, j]n^4=0 & m(y)<q]-*(3y^T ＼!)[_x<Ty^X &
{x, y]nA=Q & m(y)<qj]} .
Clearly CeK. Since {a: X ＼a―Za] e<3, we can pick a /£eCn{ht (z): igI}
such that X ＼X=ZX. Then Xr＼Tx^0 and Z^ is an antichain of T ＼X. Since
Z,; is not an embedding: T ＼X-*Q, Tx is of the form {tx(x, q): zeT ＼X &
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^EQn(mU), 2)}. Pick tx(x,q)eXr＼Tx. Since (x, ti(x,q)lr＼A=R (note that
tz(OT,l)eA IffZ^ is not an antichain of T ＼X) and i<j-hU, ?)gI and
m(tx(x, q))Sq*<q and 2eC, it holds that(3jeZ t^)[jc<rj'& (*, ^]n-A=0 &
m(j')<g]. Since X ＼k=Z＼,by (a),x<r^oSZ;.cX This means thatan antichain
X containscomparable elements x0,tx(x,a); a contradiction.
Claim 3. T&SAT.
Proof. Suppose that there were a Q-embedding e: T-*Qr＼[0, 1). Put:
C={;eJ2:(Vg, reQ)(VxeT ＼X)(3yGT)[_x<Ty & m(y)<q &
e(y)=r-+(3y<ET ＼l)lx<Ty & m(y)<q & e(y)=rj]} .
Clearly CeR. Since {k<=Q: e ＼(T ＼1)=ZX) ec, we can pick l^C such that
e ＼(T r^)=^. Since Z^ is an embedding: T U-*Q, ux^Tx. Pick n so that
qn=e(ux) (eQp＼(0, 1)). Let (3;^:i<o>> be the sequence that was used to define
ux- Then yn<.rUx & e(ux)=qn &■m{ux)Srn+i<rn. Since /feC, it implies that
(3j/eT t^)[3'≫<r3'&m(>;)<rB&e(3')=9≫]. Since e t(T r X)=Zif by (e),Zx(yt)=qn.
Thus e(yt)―qn=e(ux) & j*<rM^ ; This is absurd since e is a Q-embedding.
Theorem 7 is thus proved.
Theorem 8 ≪>)･ There is an R-embeddable (octree with club antichains which
is not special Aronszajn.
Proof. A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 5. The construction
of T, an (Wj-subtree of %R, is carried out to ensure that T satisfiesthe following
condition:
(1) if a<fi<o)i and ieTs and q(E.Qr＼{m{x),2), there is a j>eT^ such that
x<Ty & m(y)=q.
Let <Za: a<G>1> be a Oj-sequence.
We set:
T0={0T};
Ta+l={xVJ{(q, ≪+l>} : xeT≪ & q^Qr＼{m{x), 2)} .
Let X^Q. With each xeT f X and each q<^Qr＼{m{x), 2), we associate a
sequence <xn: n<a>y such that:
^o=^ & xn<Fxn+1^T ＼X & limn<toh.t(xn)=X & ＼imn<0)m(xn)=q.
And we put:
tx(x, q)=＼Jn<mxn}U{iq, X)} .
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Case 1. If Zx is not an embedding: T ＼X~-≫Q,then we set:
Tx={tx(x, q):x^T ＼X & ge(m(x), 2)} .
Case 2. If Zx is an embedding: T ＼A->Q, we need preliminaries to define
Tx. Let <<?i:i<<w> be an enumeration of allelements of Qn(0, 1). Let Qt: i<oS)
be a sequence of ordinals such that sup*<≪,/!j―X.Pick yn, yt<^T ＼X and rn^R
inductively for n<o) so that the following hold:
(a) yo=Or & ro=l;
(b) if (3y^T r X)Zyn<Ty & Zx{y)=qn & m{y)<rn＼ then yn<Ty* &
Zx{y*)=-qn & {m(y*)<rn;
otherwise, yt―yn ',
(c) yt<Tyn+i & An£ht(yn+1) & m(yn+1)<rn;
(d) rn+1=(m(^n+i)+rB)/2.
Put w^:=U?l<a,jn^{<sup7i<a)m(3;B),^ >}. We set:
Ti={ui}VJ{ti(x, q):xt=T ＼X & q^Qr＼{m{x＼ 2)} .
The tree T=U{T≪: a<a>1} is as required. Clearly TgRE. It is easily
checked that the set {x^T :m(x)=l} is a club antichain. TCSL4T can be
proved by the same argument as in the proof of T&SAT in the proof of
Theorem 7, q.e. d.
Theorem 9 (O*)- There is an almost-Souslin, Aronszajn tree which is not
R-embeddable and has not property j.
Proof. By O*, we can obtain T0<^REr＼AST＼rST from Theorem 3. Let
T^ST. We may assume Tor＼Tx=% Put T=T0^JT1 and definean ordering
<r on T by x<Ty^＼_x, y^T0 & x<y in T0]V[x, y^Tx & x<y in T{]. Itis
easilychecked that the tree T is as required,q.e.d.
Theorem 10 (O)- There is an Aronszajn tree which contains no club antichain
and is neither almost-Souslin nor R-embeddable.
Proof. Let ToeNCAr＼RE＼AST (see Theorem 4 or 7). Let T^ST. Define
T from To and Tx In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 9. The tree T
is obviouslyas required.
THEOREM 11 (<0>). There is an Araonszajn tree which contains a club antichain
and is not R-embeddable.
PROOF. Let T0(eRE＼NCA (see Theorem 5) and T,z=ST. Then the tree T
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obtained from To and Tx in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 9 is as
required.
§4. Remarks.
An Aronszajn tree T is called non-Souslin if every uncountable subset of T
contains an uncountable antichain (see [1]). This property follows from R-
embeddability. But J.E. Baumgartner has announced that the converse is not
true,in Theorem 2 in [1] in the following form:
If V=L[_A~] for some AQcou then there are non-Souslin trees which are not
i2-embeddable.
This property is alsointeresting. Unfortunately we have not obtained positive
results about it.
For xeT, let Tx mean the o^-tree {yeT: x^Ty} with <T. In connection
with Theorem 9, 10 and 11, we could show the following, although they might
be less interesting:
(1) (3T^AT)(＼fx^T)＼:Tx(EAST＼(REVrST)-l;
(2) (3Te AT)WxceT)ZTxgNCA＼(ASTURE)1 ;
(3) 0BT =AT)C4x =T)rTx<£NCAUREl.
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